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To make a unique and surprising chocolate:
that is our dream. We select cacao beans directly
from the land in which they grow and we bring
them back home with the same illusion felt by the
first chocolate-makers who brought chocolate
to Europe. We have come up with our own
special formula that conquers gourmets, chefs,
connoisseurs, and just everybody who tastes our
chocolates.
That is how UTOPICK CHOCOLATES was born,
created by the hand of master chocolatier
Paco Llopis and artist and designer Juana Rojas.
Today we commercialize our own chocolate
bean to bar, as well as delicious and personalized
chocolate bars, made up from the best chocolate
couverture.
Discover everything that we have to offer.
And if you don’t find it, ask for it and we will make
sure to make it for you!
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Paco andJuana
It is not possible to understand Utopick without knowing us. Paco Llopis,
master chocolatier, and Juana Rojas, licensed designer in Fine Arts. I am
responsible for gastronomy while Juana is in charge of everything that
surrounds the chocolates is as appetizing as the first bite.
The artistic talent of Juana is obvious. That is why it may be necessary
to make known my trajectory to those who have not yet tried a Utopick
chocolate. I am the son of the owners of Pastelería Llopis de Alzira, a true
institution in the province of Valencia. I grew up in the family workshop,
located in the basement of our house, and soon I was interested in the
masses, the cakes and, above all, the chocolate.
Attentive to my skills, my father sent me to the Lambert de Valencia bakery,
specialized in chocolate, where I began my professional career. During this
stage I trained in the workshops of Paco Torreblanca, Joan Baixas or Tino
Helguera. I returned to the family business to create the Llopis chocolate
shop and from there to London, where I worked under Pierre Gagnaire
(Sketch Restaurant), Gerard Coleman (Artisan du Chocolat) and Gerhard
Jenne (Konditor & Cook).

Back in Spain I trained in my other great passion, photography, in the
Master of Photography and Art of the Polytechnic University of Valencia.
There I met Juana and together we created Utopick, which allows me to
unleash my culinary challenges.. It has also allowed me to indulge myself
in the world of haute cuisine. So in 2013 I advised the Hotel Scandic
Maritim in Haugesund (Norway) and for the last two years I have been a
chocolate teacher in the bakery masters of the Basque Culinary Center
and the School of the Pastry Guild of Barcelona.
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Bean to bar
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Bean to bar
CHOCOLATES

OUR GOAL IS TO MAKE YOU HAPPY
All lives are called “life” and all chocolates are called
“chocolate”. But not all lives and all chocolates are the
same. In Utopik, we create our own chocolate bars directly
from cacao beans, respecting and potentiating its natural
characteristics. Every time you try one, you will realize life is
definitely worth living.

Every Utopik’s bean to bar edition is elaborated from beans
coming from a single region and plantation. We buy our raw
material directly from farmers, avoiding go-betweens and
assuring the best quality products. This is a true revolution
in the chocolate industry. With these extraordinary beans,
we create chocolates with personality, full of nuances and
with a long-lasting flavor. Just like a good wine.
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EXQUISITE FROM THE PACKAGING
The artisanal care for detail of our bean to bar
chocolates, demands a marvelous packaging. The
design studio Lavernia & Cienfuegos has connected
with our work, to create our wonderful graphic identity.
Thanks to them, our brand has become a delicious
paper boat whose geometric shapes also has inspired
our containers and wrappings.
The folded paper of our wrappings makes one think of
origami and dresses the chocolate bar like a kimono.
If you open it delicately, you can wrap it again. The
geometric design repeats itself in the chocolate bar,
defining the individual portions of the chocolate. We
invite you to travel with the sight and touch, as well as
with taste and smell.
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/origin

/dark

/milk chocolate

/with no sugar added

The
chocolate
beans
and
its
characteristics tells us how they should
be handled: with cane sugar or without
sugar; with dried fruits, oranges, spices
or simply a little milk. The roasting
and grounding should also serve and
potentiate the personality of each
harvest.

Our baking background inspires us
to mix different ingredients and to
potentiate the peculiarities of each
chocolate. If you are passionate about
bean to bar chocolates, these are the
bars for you.

Milk chocolate can be wonderful, if it is
handcrafted from a single origin cacao.
Discover how a milk chocolate bar can
really taste.

If sugar is not part of your life, this is the
chocolate for you. The secret of a 100%
cacao chocolate, is knowing how to
choose the right variety of bean. That
is how we have created a bean to bar
chocolate without strong additives, and
with an intense cacao flavor.

OUR PRODUCTS
BEAN TO BAR
HAVE BEEN AWARDED
WITH THE
FOLLOWING
AWARDS:
Silver / Bronce 2017

Bronce
Packaging

Bronce
Identity, Packaging and
Chocolate Tablet

Gold
Packaging
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Original Recipes
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Original
recipes
When creating a chocolate bar, the only limit is the mastery and
imagination of the chocolatier. We create our own recipes combining
original ingredients, and using the best chocolate couvertures of the
market. The result is surprising and exquisite, perfect to fall in love and
to fall out of love, to feel good with yourself and to love and cherish life.

/dark chocolate
ORANGE ALMOND

90gr

Classic among the classics, more Valencian
can not be, marcona almond toasted with
pieces of candied orange in a dark chocolate.

CRUNCHY PRALINÉ

90gr

Black chocolate stuffed with a crispy praline
of almonds and hazelnuts.

DARK COFEE

90gr

For those looking for the best Colombian
coffee flavor with the best chocolate. For
coffee lovers.

SALT SCALES

90gr

Black chocolate with salt and bits of roasted
cocoa.

CHILI PEPPERS

90gr

We finally found the recipe for a delicious and
lively spicy chocolate. With spelled pepper
from the French Basque Country.

And all wrapped up in our premium papers.
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/dark chocolate
CARAMELIZED ALMOND

/milk chocolate
90gr

90gr

Praline almonds with caramelized sesame and
gianduja (chocolate cream with hazelnut paste).

MOCCACHINO

90gr

Caramel milk chocolate and a touch of coffee.
For sweet eaters who enjoy a cup of good coffee.

Black chocolate with macadamia caramelized.
Drops of praline and small pieces of macadamia
nuts with a pinch of salt.

SESAMO AND GIANDUJA

90gr

Milk chocolate and chai tea. mix of spices in a
chocolate suggestive.

Chocolate 61% and caramelized marcona
almond.

MACADAMIA WITH
A PINCH OF SALT

CHAI TEA

POP ROCKS- PASSION
90gr

90gr

The party on a chocolate tablet, fruit bursts of
passion fruit followed by an explosion in your
mouth of pop rocks.

CHOCOLATE WITH MILK
AND COOKIES

90gr

One of our sweetest chocolates. with authentic
homemade cookies.

MILK CHOCOLATE WITH
CARAMELIZED AND HAZELNUTS

90gr

A must for lovers of hazelnuts.

And all wrapped up
in our premium papers.
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/white chocolate
SALTED CARAMEL

/sweetened chocolates
90gr

The classic salted caramel recipe, Blonde Chocolate
that recalls the flavor of the caramel, the best
marcona almonds and a pinch of salt scales.

WHITE-PEARLS

90gr

Our white chocolate is white because it has a lot of
milk and little sugar. Discover why white chocolate
can be a gourmet snack.

MATCHA TEA

90gr

If you like Matcha Tea this is your tablet. The white
chocolate gives the sweetness just to enhance all its
flavor.

SAFFRON-CARDAMOM

90gr

This white chocolate is for spice lovers, an amazing
combination with caramelized uncooked rice.

VANILLA, GINGER AND CROCANT
Irresistible combination of flavors. Sweet,
crispy and exotic.

90gr

(for diabetics)

MILK WITH SWEETENER

90gr

BLACK WITH SWEETENER

90gr

Sweet Words
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Sweet words

Weight: 90 gr
Black chocolate 61%
Milk chocolate 39%

Chocolate always tells a story and
conveys emotions. Maybe that is why it is
still one of the most popular gifts. In Utopik Chocolates
we go a step further with our bars featuring messages and
illustrations. They can be funny, surprising and of course, succulent.
And they are made with the best chocolate couvertures,
using exclusively cacao butter.

Designing your message.
Do you want to come up with your own
message, design or logo on an Utopik
Chocolate bar? Tell us all about it and
we will make it together!
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Delicacies
We like to explore every aspect
of chocolate’s versatility, even
giving up the classic chocolate
bar format. Creams, nibs,
powdered cocoa… Other ways
of enjoying chocolate without
abandoning the quality and
flavor of Utopik Chocolates.

/creams
CREAM CRISPI
Weight: 110gr or 40gr
Our artisan recipe of chocolate
cream with hazelnuts and
caramelized almonds.

CRUISING
PEARLS
Small pearls of crunchy
cereal covered with
magnificent chocolate.

/boxes
ASSORTMENT
Varied selection of our
chocolates in small format.

ORANGES
The best oranges with
traditional recipe, and
submerged in dark
chocolate.
An unforgettable
combination for the palate.

COCOA
POWDER

HOT
CHOCOLATE

150gr Cocoa powder for
the best recipes.

Authentic chocolate
flavor in your mug

COOKIES
100 gr Delicious hand
made chocolate chip
cookies made with real
butter and the best
chocolate.
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A la carte

/formatos estándar

Chocolate can be adapted to whatever form you like without
losing its flavor. It can also become a perfect souvenir of any
party, gathering or event.
In Utopik Chocolates we know how to bring magic to any
type of event. If you know what you want, ask for it. If you
are not sure, let us think with you.

Wedding flavors
A personalized wedding accessory or a
gastronomic buffet delicacy.
In either case, it will be unforgettable.

HANDWRITTEN
LOLLIPOPS

LABEL

Weight: 10gr
Black chocolate 61%
Milk chocolate 39%

Weight: 20gr
Black chocolate 61%
Chocolate milk 39%

SWEET WORDS
CUSTOMIZED
Weight: 80 gr
Black chocolate 64%
Milk chocolate 39%
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/special formatss
Corporate gifts
A logo, a design or some words.
Molded or written over a
chocolate bar. Whatever your
message is, say it with chocolate.

TELL US YOUR IDEA
Creativity is limitless, and so is
chocolate. If you haven’t find in this
dossier what you are looking for, or
if what you wish for can’t be found
in any dossier because it has never
been made, just tell us about it and
we will make it together.

Special events
You are organizing an event, you are going to show your products on a fair, you
want to loyalize your customers or reward your employees, but you don’t know
how to do it. How about with a chocolate that they will never forget?

UTOPICK
CHOCOLATES
Calle Doctor Serrano 1
Bajo A • Valencia
963 332 230
hello@utopickcacao.com

